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Abstract
Computer aided process design is improving with newer and 
newer tools. One of such tools is the automatic calculation 
technique that enables the combination of different software 
tools to enhance the efficiency of the calculations. In our 
research work Aspen HYSYS model of a petrochemical plant is 
built in order to simulate responses of an existing plant to the 
changes in the composition and amount of feed material. The 
Aspen HYSYS is connected to Microsoft Excel program; simu-
lated operational data are stored in an operational database 
and transported to Excel for further analysis. The automatic 
calculation completed with the two software tools mutually 
strengthens their merits and results in enhanced insight into the 
operational features of any plant. Comparison of the projected 
input parameters of the petrochemical plant studied shows that 
the extension of the plant is badly needed. Cash-flow analysis 
suggests that the extension is profitable.
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1 Introduction 
Computer based modelling has been continuously improving 

in order to help the engineers more and more at process design and 
decision making. By now a lot of professional process simulators 
(Aspen HYSYS [1], Aspen Plus [2], ChemCAD [3], gPROMS 
[7], SimSci PRO/II [14], UniSim Design Suite [19]) and opti-
mization methods [e.g. 8,10-13,15,18,20] have been already 
developed. In this study we introduce a new method, automatic 
calculations [5], for the quick analysis of a complex system. The 
accuracy of our new method is presented on the example of an 
amine gas treatment plant.

Natural gases produced in Hungary usually contain signifi-
cant amounts of acidic gases, such as CO2 and H2S. Therefore 
natural gas treatment has to include an acidic gas removal step 
for meeting the quality requirements of the sales gas and for 
protecting the gas pipelines from corrosion. 

In the natural gas industry one of the widespread technolo-
gies for acidic gas removal is the amine absorption, as pointed 
out by Gadelha et al. [6]. The amine gas treatment plants have 
two major blocks, one is the absorber in which the acidic gas 
removal is taking place and the other one is the amine regen-
erator unit that is a desorber. The amine absorption is a very 
complex process; a lot of process simulator programs and 
manual optimization methods [16,17] were already developed. 
Application of software in the industry for optimization and 
cost reduction is a widely established procedure. However, 
linkage and integration of different software tools into a com-
mon unit providing more and easily interpretable results is not 
prevalent. In this study an all-around operational database of 
the acid gas removal plant is created based on the simulations 
for various operational conditions. This database can be useful 
for the operators and the decision makers of the plant.

2 Data and methods
In order to carry out the technological calculations with a 

professional process simulator, first we developed the simula-
tion of the plant. For the calculations Aspen HYSYS profes-
sional process simulator was used. The software provides a basic 
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operational environment into which any operational unit, such 
as columns, separators or heat exchangers can be easily inserted.

2.1 Model of the acid gas removal plant
There are two types of amine gas treatment plants. The dif-

ference between them is the process of the absorbent regenera-
tion. In the first type the used amine is regenerated in a reboiled 
desorber column [9]. In the second type the regeneration is 
carried out mainly by decreasing the pressure. This way more 
columns are needed for the regeneration process. However, by 
omitting the reboiler, the energy consumption of the plant is 
much lower than in the first type. 

The flowsheet of the plant examined is shown in Fig. 1. The 
process flow diagram and the model are developed according to 
an existing acid gas removal plant; therefore the geometric and 
rating data were available. The model can be verified by the 
comparison of simulation results and measured data.

2.2 Validation of the model
Validation is carried out by comparing the on-site measured 

parameters with the calculated parameters. A measured data-
set is obtained from continuously recorded data of the exist-
ing plant. Mean values of the recorded data are determined for 
4-hour-long periods. Data from 9 recording periods were avail-
able for the validation of the model. It should be noted that 
time-mean values of the measured and recorded data do not 
represent total steady-state but describe a usual situation in the 
investigated acid gas removal plant.

For the validation of the modelled data, the most accurately 
monitored parameters are the most convenient to investigate 
and compare. In the case of an amine treatment plant these 
parameters are (a) quantity, (b) lower heating value (LHV), and 
(c) Wobbe Index of the sales gas [4].

Properties of the feed stream during the recording periods 
were used as input for the simulations aiming at the validation.

2.3 Software integration
Complex technological calculations can be carried out 

quickly by a process simulator; however, resetting the input 
parameters can be time consuming, moreover, storage of the 
simulation results is not quite resolved, although these are com-
mon costumer demands. According to this, extended applica-
tion of Aspen HYSYS is required and performed with linking 
the Aspen HYSYS simulator with MS Excel. MS Excel allows 
resetting input parameters and supervises operations of the pro-
cess simulator. As the storage capacity of the MS Excel is practi-
cally unlimited, it is an ideal co-operating partner for the process 
simulator. Other advantage of this coupling is that both software 
can be programmed in VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) lan-
guage. The mutual connection between Aspen HYSYS and MS 
Excel is created by an interface software called HysysBrowser.

A series of technological calculations were carried out with 
the help of this software connection. The input parameters for 
every simulation were always set in MS Excel and transferred 
to Aspen HYSYS via HysysBrowser. When a technological 
calculation was carried out by the process simulator, the results 
were transferred back to MS Excel. 

During a series of calculations, the scrolling bugs can easily 
spoil the results. Therefore the HysysBrowser has an in-built 
safety system, which aborts the calculations if a simulation 
does not have a convergent result.

2.4 Automated simulations
In order to scan the whole operational range of the plant, the 

relevant ranges of the input parameters were determined. In an 
amine gas treatment plant the most important input parameters 

Fig. 1 Process flow diagram of the acid gas removal process.
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are: quantity and acidic gas content of the raw natural gas, type 
and quantity of the used amine, operational temperatures and 
pressures of the columns. As processes of an existing amine 
treatment plant were simulated, parameters of the amine and 
parameters of the columns were known and applied in the 
model. Therefore, two input parameters remain that can be 
specified by the user: (a) volumetric flow, and (b) acidic gas 
content of the natural gas entering the plant (Feed).

In our simulations input parameters were varied within the 
following limits: 20 000 – 60 000 Standard (STD) m3/h natu-
ral gas (step size: 5 000 STDm3/h); and 10  50 V/V% acidic 
gas content (step size: 1 V/V%). Sequence of the calculations 
was determined before starting the simulations. A parameter 
step schedule was built and applied that enables huge amount 
of simulations one after another without any user interaction 
requirements which makes the task more user friendly. 

A series of calculations were carried out systematically in 
the order of a pre-determined step-schedule, called automatic 
calculations by Erdős and Németh (2010). Simulation results 
transferred back to MS Excel, input and output data were 
shown in the same line of the MS Excel file from which the 
particular simulation started. At the end of the calculations, the 
initial parameters and the calculation results were displayed in 
a structured form in the MS Excel file. Thus, the operational 
database of the amine gas treatment plant was created. 

The size of this database depends on the number of the 
parameters defined by the user. A small database can only con-
tain the most important calculation results; a larger one can eas-
ily contain nearly every parameter of the plant. There is no real 
difference in time between the creation of a full database with 
all the parameters of the plant and a basic database showing 
only the most important results. Therefore the creation of an 
all-around database is recommended. 

This database can be easily improved with the addition of 
graphs enabled by the MS Excel environment and data pro-
cessing in order to show the results of the calculations graphi-
cally. This option makes it easier to draw conclusions about 
the operation of the plant.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Validation of the plant model

At the validation of the plant model, volumetric flow of the 
product (sales gas), its LHV and Wobbe Index were compared. 
Measured data representing the nearly steady-state of the plant 
and simulation data modelling the plant during the recording 
periods. Feed stream was defined according to the properties 
of the actual feed of the plant for these periods. Error of the 
model is defined as the ratio of the difference between simula-
tion and measured data related to the simulated value, that is, 
a simple percentage calculation.

Calculated and measured volumetric flow values of the 
product streams are shown in Fig. 2. It can be concluded that 
the model overestimates the volumetric flow in most of the 
cases within the range of the relative error of 2.8-9.9 %, which 
is acceptable in this case. Error of LHV and Wobbe Indices are, 
however, lower: 0.01-0.5 %

As the evaluation of the results shown in Fig. 2 - 4, it can be 
concluded that the simulation is reliable and valid for further 
calculations.

Fig. 4 Measured and calculated Wobbe index of the sales 
gas during the recording periods.

Fig. 3 Measured and calculated LHV of the sales gas during 
the recording periods.

Fig. 2 Measured and calculated volumetric flow of the sales 
gas during the recording periods.
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3.2 Operational database
Operational database of the amine gas treatment plant was 

created under varying the flow and composition of the feed 
stream. Those cases of the operational database were technically 
acceptable where the product (sales gas) fulfilled the pipeline 
quality requirements defined through LHV and Wobbe Index. 
According to this, operational limits of the existing plant can 
be determined by extracting those cases from the operational 
database, where the product fulfils the pipeline requirements. 
Table 1 shows those input parameter pairs where the pipeline 
quality was reached. As Table 1 shows, the plant works prop-
erly for small amounts of natural gas even if it contains high 
concentrations of acidic gases. However, as the pipeline quality 
should be met, the increase of the feed gas quantity allows only 
lower acidic gas concentrations in the feed. Thus, the absorp-
tion capacity of the plant depends on the absolute amount of the 
acidic gas in the input gas.

The operational database is very useful to determine whether 
a natural gas is treatable or not in the plant. It is enough just to 
check the projected compositions and quantities of the natural 
gases planned to be exploited in the area and compare it to the 
database. Such projected exploitation data for future years are 
shown in Table 2. The evaluation of these future cases, whether 
the projected quantities and composition can be processed at 
the current plant, are also shown in Table 2. It can be concluded 
that due to the decreasing quality of the input gases the plant 
will not be able to treat the projected exploited gases. Thus, the 
extension of the plant is necessary for further operations.

As it turned out from further examinations, regeneration 
capacity of the plant is the limiting parameter. Thus, the instal-
lation of an additional reboiled desorber would be necessary in 
order to enhance the efficiency of the amine regeneration. More 
efficient amine regeneration would increase the capacity of the 
plant. Later, economic calculations of the recommended capac-
ity enhancement were carried out. These calculations indicated 
a 2–year-long payoff period.

4 Conclusions 
In this study a new and extremely fast method, the automatic 

calculations, is shown and being applied to create an opera-
tional database for an existing industrial acid gas removal plant. 
This method is based on the same programmability of Aspen 
HYSYS and MS Excel. It combines the strengths of both soft-
ware tools. The automatic calculation improves the efficiency 
of the process modelling and helps engineers at process inves-
tigation saving routine human work. The created database is 
an extremely valuable document for a plant as it is shown on a 
particular case study. The automatic calculations can be a use-
ful tool for solving different process modelling problems.
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